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adventure
explore
action
excitement
variety
freedom

entertaining
playful
experiential
fun
humor
expressions

responsibility
rules
tradition
authority
belonging
hard work

clear, direct
precise words
businesslike
proper
bottom line
past successes

harmony
relationships
integrity
helping others
empathy
sympathy

interactive
team-oriented
fix conflicts
warmth
caring
nurturing

curiosity
solve puzzles
find solutions
intelligence
justice
competence

theories
models
learning
logical
factual
debate

crucial Conversations
work on me first

Get unstuck
Start with heart

master my stories

move to action
who does what by when

follow up

pool of
shared 
meaning

safety

safety

STATE my path
learn to look
make it safe

explore others’ paths

my meaning their meaning

before

during

after

polarity management
Genius of “either/or” and “both/and” thinking

tyranny of “either/or” and “both/and” thinking

a. identify final answers
b. enjoy a sense of 

accomplishment
c. move on to next 

opportunities and 
challenges

a. save time by identifying 
difficulties that 
cannot be solved

b. accelerate desired 
change

c. sustain desired change, 
avoid negative 
pendulum swings

a. waste time by trying to 
resolve difficulties that 
cannot be solved

b. slow down desired 
change

c. go back and forth on 
decisions

a. no final solutions to 
issues that could be 
solved

b. no sense of 
accomplishment

c. stuck and never ready 
to move on

and
either/or 
problem 
solving

both/and 
polarity

leveraging

tuckman stages of 
team development

storming

coach approach

Current State?
What is happening now?
What have you tried?
What’s worked?
What hasn’t worked?

Objectives?
What do you want to achieve?
What is the goal?

Avenues?
What avenues are available?
What are 3 or more options?
What is the best option?

Conditions?
What are the conditions to 
have you successfully meet 
your goal?
Environment?

How to proceed?  
Commitment?
What are your next steps? 
How committed are you?  
What do you need to do to 
be fully committed?

servant leadership
self-awareness

listening
changing the pyramid

developing your colleagues
coaching, not controlling
unleashing the energy and 

intelligence of others
foresight

individual reflection
wellness at work

matt bloom

Innovation & Human-centered design

Framing
Defining questions 
to answer and 
people to engage

research
learning from 
people about their 
needs and values

synthesis
finding patterns 
and areas of 
opportunity

prototyping
making tangible 
mock-ups and 
gathering feedback

concepting
Creating a 
high volume of 
new ideas

piloting
Refining solutions 
in order to pilot 
test

leaders eat last - simon sinek

volunteers of America - ministry of service
Church Vision Statement
Volunteers of America is a church without walls 
that answers God’s call to transform our 
communities through a ministry of service that 
demonstrates to all people that they are beloved.

principles of faith
• We are diverse individuals, drawn together as a ministry of service.
• We are one church without walls.
• We believe God’s love is revealed to us through the teachings of 

Jesus Christ.
• We believe that when serving the most vulnerable, an authentic 

spiritual transformation happens – for both giver and receiver.
• We believe in God’s boundless grace and mercy.
• We believe that every individual deserves to be lifted up to the 

glory of God.

everyday
happiness resilience

self-
integrity

thriving

Extraversion introversion

Sensing intuition

Thinking

judging perceiving

feeling

preference

• Entrepreneurs are taught to pay themselves first. 
Officers, on the other hand, eat last. Leaders are not 
all about themselves.

• There is no such thing as a good or bad leader - 
You are either a leader, or you are not a leader.
• “Leadership is not a license to do less; it is a 

responsibility to do more. And that’s the trouble. 
Leadership takes work. It takes time and energy. 
The effects are not always easily measured and 
they are not always immediate. Leadership is 
always a commitment to human beings.”

Personality

physical ability

ethnicity sexual
orientation

race gender

age

geographic
location

marital
Status

income

personal
habits

parental
Status

management
status

work
content/

field

functional level/
classification

appearance recreational
habits

religion
and

spirituality

work
experience

educational
background

union
affiliation

division/
department

unit/
group

work
location

seniority

CareProfiler Assessment
Journaling
mindfulness
reflection

adjourning
performing

normingforming

Kotter: leading change
1. create a sense of urgency
2. build a guiding coalition
3. form a strategic vision & 

initiatives
4. enlist a volunteer army
5. enable actions by 

removing barriers
6. generate short-term wins
7. sustain acceleration
8. institute change

polarity management diversity, equality, & inclusion


